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0.

Welcome to Sendero’s world!

Introduction
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Sendero

Sendero is the proof that enhancing safety 
without disrupting already existent (or 
non-existent) infrastructures is possible, 
especially in rural areas. The project is not 
just a light or a SOS product, but it is a 
new way of feeling that you are not alone 
on dark paths and that your community 
is going to rescue you when feeling lost 
or injured. Innovation is in the community 
itself: today, you need help, but one day 
you could be on the other side. 

Together we share a new meaning of 
safety.

Introduction
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1.
Scenario

9

The reason why a solution like Sendero 
is so important in these realities

Quote
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Lights and safety

There has always been a connection 
between lighting and perceived social 
safety. The link between them is the better 
lighting, the higher safety perceived. It is 
true that public lighting is highly energy 
consuming and has several effects, 
positive and negative on the environment. 

Why are we speaking about this now?

11Scenario
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A study conducted in the Netherlands 
showed that in 2007, public lighting points 
were responsible for 30 to 70% of total 
municipality energy use, which comes with 
considerable economic costs and high 
carbon emissions. Another environmental 
concern is light pollution, which can 
interfere with the life of wild animals and 
plants. Artificial lighting is growing 6 to 
7% each year in the Netherlands alone. 
(Boomsma, C. 2014) 

Many countries have opted to dim the 
lights at certain times of the day to 
help mitigate the environmental and 
finance crisis that derives from public 
lighting services, yet a social problem 
must be considered for such policies 
to be successfully implemented, given 
that perceived and actual social and 
environmental safety is linked to lighting 
conditions. 

13

Improving street lighting has shown to lead 
to a reduction in some types of crimes, 
accidents, reduced fear of crimes, greater 
use of the streets at night and more 
positive opinions of the local authorities. 
(Boyce, P. 2000).

Besides perceived and actual social safety, 
road accidents are also tightly linked to 
lighting conditions. Road accidents at night 
are disproportionately high in numbers and 
severity compared to the day, of which the 
main factor contributing to this problem is 
darkness because of its great influence on 
the drivers behavior and ability. 

62
lighting and 
accident studies

85%
proved lighting to 
be beneficial

13-75%
of reduction if the lighting was sufficient

15
different countries

Scenario Scenario
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Situation in Mexico

According to the Mexican government, 
“A good public lighting service is an 
important factor for attracting important 
investments for the state, as it’s more likely 
for investments to take place in a well lit 
area than in an area with poor or lacking of 
public basic infrastructure”. 
The public lighting service consists 
of supplying artificial illumination in 
streets, roads and public spaces, as its 
a fundamental service that allows for 
community life and is directly linked to 
security, as better lighting the less chances 
of delinquent incidents. 

By constitutional mandate, the state 
government is responsible and must 
provide public lighting service equality 
through the state territory.

Why not somewhere else?

79% 57%

of state capitals are covered 
with this basic service

of the rest of the state has 
working public lighting

15

Approximately between 60-70% of the 
lamps are installed directly on poles 
from the National Electrical Commission 
(CFE), which leads to bad lighting quality 
even if they are working lamps, given that 
they are not evenly distributed and the 
distance between them is greater than 
the recommended one to provide quality 
lighting. Of the places that have working 
public lights, it was estimated in 2019 
that 7 out of 10 public luminaires installed 
presented some type of malfunction or 
flaw, causing poor, inadequate or lack of 
lighting in public spaces.  

Actual road that 
connects a village to a 
school in La Tomatina, 
Mexico.

Scenario Scenario
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What do the surveys show?

% of the population that considered their municipality’s public lighting 
system to be adequate (2019).

In a survey made by the national electrical commission 57.3% 
of the population considers the public lighting service of their 
municipality to be inefficient. Out of the 32 states, only 9 of them 
are above the average adequate lighting line.

17

% of the population that is satisfied with the public lighting service in their 
municipality (2019).

Even though 57.3% of the total population considers their 
municipality lighting service to be adequate, on average only 
38.2% of the population is satisfied with the public lighting 
services. 

In a budget analysis made by the Mexican government 
administration, to provide an adequate and extensive public 
lighting service it would require the substitution of non functional 
lamps and extend the networks coverage, which would cost 
approximately 85.6% of the public budget of each state. 

Scenario Scenario
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Scenario

In the year 2027, Latin-American countries 
are governed with plans to invest in better 
infrastructure in low income communities, 
however, little is achieved. The government 
has not really invested in the development 
and interconnection of small towns 
surrounding bigger cities. 
Population, especially children and 
mothers, experience feelings of anxiety 
and fear when they are out at dark hours, 
due to the perceived unsafeness of not 
seeing the roads and fear of transiting 
through vulnerable areas.

Sendero is not just the product and the 
system that will be explained, but is what 
divides the knowledge about these issues 
from the braveness to take action.

“Sendero is our 
opportunity”

We need YOU to enhance safety

19Scenario
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Storyboard

2. The problem

It is late afternoon 
and Guadalupe’s 
child is coming back 
from school. He 
cannot really see 
the road, so he falls 
and hurts his knee.

5. Back home

Guadalupe was so 
scared about her 
child, so she hugs 
him in relief and she 
is really happy that 
Sendero has been 
implemented.

3. Reaching 
Sendero

The nearest 
Sendero station is 
just some meters 
away from him. He 
reaches that and 
presses the button.

1. The family

Guadalupe always 
takes her children to 
school. Sometimes 
she is not able 
to pick them up 
because of work, 
so her children have 
to walk alone for a 
long distance.

21

4. The signal

The signal travels 
through all the 
volunteers of the 
precise community 
where Guadalupe 
and her children live.

4. Coming to help

The nearest 
volunteers reach 
the child, who is 
now really scared. 
They help him wash 
the knee and calm 
down.

Scenario Scenario
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Product

The touchpoint that leads you along the 
darkest paths

22 23
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Overview

Sendero’s functions

25

Lighting

Sending signals

Receiving first aid assistance

Creating and reinforcing communities

Improving quality of life

Product
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Interaction

Visualizing the path on the dark path has 
never been so easy and fast. Thanks to the 
bright powders and the resin that diffuses 
the effect, everybody can follow the path 
and make sure to never get lost on the 
roads between a village and another.

If something bad happens, like falling or 
being hurt, every hub is displaced in a 
way that it is impossible to not reach that. 
Also, the brighter yellow part of it is on the 
bottom part but a bit far from the ground, 
so that you can see along the journey 
without being blinded.

Seeing the product from long distance

From the perspective of the user that needs help

Reaching the product, individuating the 
red part

Product
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The red resin stands out and the button 
indented inside it is safe from accidental 
pressing and natural accidents. Here is 
where the interaction really happens.
Also, it is not too high placed so that 
everybody can reach it, also injured people.

The opportunity to have different channels 
of signals is what make the service to 
really work. Small communities are easier 
to connect, but also is more helpful to 
create less huge but more closer ones.

Pressing the button

Waiting for assistance (approximately 
like 10mins, but can vary a bit)

Product Product
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Title

Nunum ponsus aus. Ad rem arbi pre tus 
viterfe sescret acia L. Marivit recresi diciael 
aricupiena, cone abesimuspimo tanti, con 
dius potiferum omnit viriven atuscereme 
etraessent auteren irtus? Etia pra diu cus, 
quostili, conficio tum nostresum adhuit? 
Opica ocul hicam ta, quam parbi convoctus; 
nonsultore, quis intil unum imus num 
apercerri publice portio et; num nostium 
ompraet L. Rudeffre, quonsul octamquod se 
constratam simus iam pra non Etrarisse am 
iac ommorudeo, Castari poendam mactam, 
non tebus hosultoris horis iam iae, Catabem 
plicasdam iaet o C. Sim oruntiae non pordit ret, 
ublicio renicatuit volutus host ductur, nostrae 
audamquem temuscit, Catum in hostrae im 
senimis, quem mod Catient. Ihilinatura patam 
aciPatquis popublinte consum nonu es C. 
Habem que dem tilis; hiliuro vis. Marissente 
tem ta non vium. Ast? Ala venihilla di publis 
anu etruden atiliis, morei sta rem sto haciamp 
essillestumFuitus poentem ura se, nequide

Quote

Subtitle
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Lighting the path

Every path is dangerous in its own way, 
but there is actually no need to be scared 
every time it goes dark.

The placement of Sendero has actually 
been inspired by the movement of the 
fireflies, which manage to stick together 
and send signals one to another thanks to 
their light.

Never feeling 
alone in the dark 
again

Subtitle

Product
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The signal

The ambient backscatter is a technology 
that reflects radiofrequencies around us to 
generate radio signals between devices. 
 
It needs at least two of them in order to 
create a connection and to communicate. 
It is for now a 1bit communication meaning 
that it is either a ON/OFF technology that 
uses battery with really little power, but in 
the future it will provide a solid alternative 
when power is unavailable.

1 - The signal starts.
2 - The chain starts.
3 - Messages arrive to the volunteers.
4 - Volunteers come to rescue.

The ambient backscatter

1

2
4

3

35Product Product
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It uses that power to modify and reflect the 
signal with encoded data. Antennas on other 
devices, in turn, detect that signal and can 
respond accordingly. 
Initial implementations can communicate 
over several feet of distance, even if 
the transmission towers are up to 10.5 
kilometres (6.5 mi) away.

At the end of the chain, the signal is 
transformed into an sms text and sent to 
the volunteers phones, who recieve an 
alert providing the information where the 
signal was sent.

Product
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The materials

The actual products are created by using 
waste materials from industries like resin 
and fluorescent powders, in yellow and 
red.
The choice of the material is not made 
casually; in fact, resin in every shape can 
be used as diffuser for light of, as in this 
case, fluorescent light. The material mixed 
usually takes two or three days to solidify 
and then can be easily set in every path.

Resin + fluorescent powder

Product 39

Aluminium base

Product
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Title

Nunum ponsus aus. Ad rem arbi pre tus 
viterfe sescret acia L. Marivit recresi diciael 
aricupiena, cone abesimuspimo tanti, con 
dius potiferum omnit viriven atuscereme 
etraessent auteren irtus? Etia pra diu cus, 
quostili, conficio tum nostresum adhuit? 
Opica ocul hicam ta, quam parbi convoctus; 
nonsultore, quis intil unum imus num 
apercerri publice portio et; num nostium 
ompraet L. Rudeffre, quonsul octamquod se 
constratam simus iam pra non Etrarisse am 
iac ommorudeo, Castari poendam mactam, 
non tebus hosultoris horis iam iae, Catabem 
plicasdam iaet o C. Sim oruntiae non pordit ret, 
ublicio renicatuit volutus host ductur, nostrae 
audamquem temuscit, Catum in hostrae im 
senimis, quem mod Catient. Ihilinatura patam 
aciPatquis popublinte consum nonu es C. 
Habem que dem tilis; hiliuro vis. Marissente 
tem ta non vium. Ast? Ala venihilla di publis 
anu etruden atiliis, morei sta rem sto haciamp 
essillestumFuitus poentem ura se, nequide

Quote

Subtitle
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Service and system

42

A community that closely works on the 
same purpose

43
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Sendero’s family

Sendero is not just a product, but mostly is 
a service and system.

The main hub is where the real interactiont 
take its place. The bigger Sendero 
products are the ones that you can see 
also from long distance, even when the 
path is abrupt and not flat at all, even with 
trees and tall grass. Also, the red resin 
indicates the precise part to press and it is 
really easy to interprete.

The little products have the precise 
meaning of follow the right path and 
permit the people to really understand the 
direction to follow.

The paths are efficiently reported by the 
community itself, which is engaged at the 
very beginning of the process with an 
advertising campaign. 

“We don’t want to 
help you, but to 
walk with you”

A service with multiple levels

Service and system 45
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How does Sendero grows?

The stages of Sendero’s project are 
repeated for each community that needs 
this kind of solution.
Sendero’s team gets information about the 
precise community they need to help and 
start a precise adv campaign to inform the 
community itself, which is ignorant about 
its issues.
Then, the population itself permits the 
project to actually take place and develop.

Timeline

Stakeholders map

Fundraising
NGO

Suppliers

Sendero’s team

Installation and 
maintenance

Volunteers Users

workers 
agencies
training 
agencies

resin 
industries

community

metal 
industries

maintenance
receiving 
signals
first aid

Service and system 47

Informs and raises awareness 
among the communities 

fist level of 
communication!

Team aware of the issue

People inside 
a community

Organize petitions and 
collections of signs

Speak with the 
government

The government contacts 
Sendero’s team

The team
informs, raises awareness and 

shows the solution

Sendero’s team

Sendero moves to the next community

Explains to the member 
of the community their 

roles

Install the project and 
service

The government accepts

Organize 
donations/donate

+
Speak with NGO’s

second level of 
communication!

Service and system
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Service map

The service in general works really making 
physical contact between people and 
every stage of the system.

In fact, Sendero’s team reaches the 
community at first, but then it is the 
community’s turn to take really action, 
speak with government and NGOs and 
make the movement starts.

As it starts, the system keep working by 
itself, as the community does, fully united 
and with solid relationships that works 
perfectly with the project.

Overall view

Service and system

NGOs and donations

Volunteers

finances

finances

training

awareness

help

signal

access

Users

Touchpoint in details

from - to

49Service and system
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Personas

What is a community?
Speaking about Sendero, the community 
the project really communicate to is really 
heterogeneous. Every person is actor of a 
moment of change.
These three are categories that can be 
mixed, their boundaries are not so distinct 
and one could take part in the project 
being a USER ™ and a PARENT at the 
same time, or just a piece of one of them.

“It is not just that 
I need something, 
I want the change 
to really happen”

The main users and actors

The USER™
• only uses the service in the moment of 

the emergency
• knows about the issue

The journey
1° advertising lvl before Sendero during Sendero

sees the adv, 
understands, 
but has no time 
to do 
something to 
help about the 
issue in the 
community

neighboor asks 
and convinces 
them to sign 
the petition, 
they actually 
think is a good 
idea

never had 
thought about 
that anymore 
until they got 
lost coming 
without their 
phone; they 
followed the 
path of lights

Service and system 51

The ACTIVIST
• knows about the Sendero team and 

immediatly creates online petitions
• wants to help receiving the signals 

sometimes

The journey
1° advertising lvl before Sendero during Sendero

so invested!! 
why didn’t they 
notice that 
before? they 
talk with 
Sendero team 
and search for 
info about 
various paths

they create the 
petition and 
gather other 
activists to 
collect signs; 
then, the 
Activists take 
them to the 
government

sometimes, 
they help 
receiving 
signals 
because they 
have really little 
time due to 
work and other 
activities

The PARENT
• knows about Sendero and thinks it is a 

good idea for their children because 
he works a lot

• sometimes helps with maintenance

The journey
1° advertising lvl before Sendero during Sendero

starts getting 
scared for their 
children coming 
back for school 
alone when 
they work; sees 
the adv and is 
unsure if it will 
ever happen

signs and tells 
everybody 
inside and 
outside his 
family to sign, 
they also ask to 
coworkers and 
friends

they are now 
less concerned 
and happier for 
their children; 
sometimes they 
also help with 
maintenance

Service and system
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First aid assistance

If the button is pressed, it is sure that the 
one who is gonna reach the place will be 
well trained about first aid assistance.
It is impossible for Sendero to exist without 
a huge community of volunteers who will 
actually get informed and trained about 
what could be needed by every user of the 
touchpoint.

This will become possible thanks to first 
aid courses.

“Together we 
become stronger”

Basic help and training

Service and system 53
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Raising awareness

The personas do not define every point of 
view inside each community.
At the same time, every point of view 
converges inside the same pattern: the 
principle and the final aim is to give the 
population the critical thinking necessary 
to carry foreward a huge change, both 
in the mentality of the entire place and 
the government, both in the real world of 
solutions that could be taken.

Sendero does not offer the only solution, 
but the most situable in the context of 
energetic issues and corruption that is real 
and concrete.

“If not me, who? If 
not now, when?”

Why the need to take action?

Service and system 55
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Customer Journey Map

Actions

gets bullied 
for being 
taken by 
parents

parents friends adv people

Primary school student
Living in a village near La Tomatina
Has a younger sister and his mother, Guadalupe, 
works a lot inside and outside of the house

feels like he is 
not a kid 
anymore

tries to go 
alone at home, 

but falls

crawls to 
Sendero and 

presses it
sees the advertisements but 

doesn’t understand them

I don’t want this 
to happen again!

I feel so brave 
and grown up! What did I do??

Before Sendero

Rodrigo (Rorri), 10 y.o.

The need

Community 
stakeholders

Quotes

Service and system 57

• having better friendships
• don’t make his mom 

worry about him
• become stronger

the wait is not 
long, two kind 
people come 

help him

Rorri feels so glad and 
grateful to the volunteers

Rorri is now on the other side 
of the service and, well grown 
up, decides to be a volunteer 
to go rescue other kids like 

him 3 years ago; the 
community become closer 

than ever

they help 
him with 

medications 
and getting up

I’m safe! Sendero 
really works!

Mom! I won’t do 
this again!

Now it’s my turn to do 
something for the others!

Fears Hopes

The rescue After Sendero

scared 
parentsvolunteers volunteers huge 

community

What did I do?? I’m safe! Sendero 
really works!

Service and system
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Title

Nunum ponsus aus. Ad rem arbi pre tus 
viterfe sescret acia L. Marivit recresi diciael 
aricupiena, cone abesimuspimo tanti, con 
dius potiferum omnit viriven atuscereme 
etraessent auteren irtus? Etia pra diu cus, 
quostili, conficio tum nostresum adhuit? 
Opica ocul hicam ta, quam parbi convoctus; 
nonsultore, quis intil unum imus num 
apercerri publice portio et; num nostium 
ompraet L. Rudeffre, quonsul octamquod se 
constratam simus iam pra non Etrarisse am 
iac ommorudeo, Castari poendam mactam, 
non tebus hosultoris horis iam iae, Catabem 
plicasdam iaet o C. Sim oruntiae non pordit ret, 
ublicio renicatuit volutus host ductur, nostrae 
audamquem temuscit, Catum in hostrae im 
senimis, quem mod Catient. Ihilinatura patam 
aciPatquis popublinte consum nonu es C. 
Habem que dem tilis; hiliuro vis. Marissente 
tem ta non vium. Ast? Ala venihilla di publis 
anu etruden atiliis, morei sta rem sto haciamp 
essillestumFuitus poentem ura se, nequide

Quote

Subtitle
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Communication

60

Not only brand identity, but our identity

61
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Why Sendero?

Sendero is a spanish noun that means narrow 
path, mostly formed by humans and animals’ 
passing.

Sendero means also:
the path that each and everyone of us goes 
through in his or her life. 
It’s the path that represents a reason for the 
before and a motivation of the after.

Sendero is the path of life.

Quote

The meaning

Deeper

And deeper

Communication 63Communication
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Our values

Creating something that people do not 
need is not our aim. We want to respect 
what is already present in the community 
we are working on, and make it closer and 
bigger.

Of course safety is one of our main values 
and aims at the same time. Through 
Sendero, we want people to understand 
that also very little work can make really 
huge differences in quality of life.

Sendero does not want to mix with 
nature, but wants to be part of it and 
complementing it, helping everybody to 
discover paths again with a new powerful 
and confident point of view.

Reinforcing the community

Enhancing safety

Respecting nature

Communication
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Logo

Logotype grid

Typography

#000000
R 0 G 0 B 0
C 0 M 0 Y 0 K 100

#f6e93b
R 252 G 243 B 44
C 8 M 0 Y 83 K 0

#fffffff
R 255 G 255 B 255
C 0 M 0 Y 0 K 0

AaBbCc
abcdefghijklm 
nopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLM 
NOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Moby Bold

AaBbCc
abcdefghijklm nopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTU 
VWXYZ
Agenda Regular

AaBbCc
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQR
STUVWXYZ
Neue Haas Grotesk Display Pro

Colors

Communication

Used in different variations

67Communication
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Advertising campaigns

When our team choses a community, the 
first step is for sure making everybody 
aware of the situation that is currently 
happening.
In fact, probably most of the people of a 
specific communic are concerned about 
the problems of dark paths and unsafety, 
but little of them is really aware of what 
can be done to change this.

For this reason, graffiti is the most 
immediate way to make people understand 
our and their reasons, because is fast and 
really radicate inside them.

Step 1: alert the community

Communication



Night view

Using fluorescent powder, to show more 
the way we want to change the situation 
and to already giving hints about the 
product.

IG Page informing people
Managed by our Sendero’s team

70 Communication 71Communication
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After being informed, it is the population’s 
turn to realize a real movement to alert 
more and more people.
We imagined them creating their very 
specific campain, with really simple 
materials and slogans, to really engage 
each other.

Step 2: the community movement

Communication
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The advertising is also going to focus a lot 
on the governments that are going to buy 
the service. This means that it is needed 
a much more institutional and almost 
provocative communication language, 
by using direct questions and immediate 
calls to action.

Step 3: government & NGOs

A good way to communicate and advertise 
the product is to actually show it in action. 
The plan is to photograph Sendero while 
it is working in the dark environments 
where it will be installed. This way the 
community and the population will realise 
that the initiative that the government 
invested on is deeply needed and has 
a deep and important effect on the 
situation it addresses. In this sense the 
key communication language used is 
emotional. Emotions are an important 
driver towards a better understanding of 
the need for better safety infrastructure. In 
this case technicalities and technological 
aspects are going to be kept aside, since 
the communication is much more directed 
towards the population.

Step 4: informing about the service

Communication 75
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5.
Annexes

79

To round off the Sendero journey
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Technical drawings
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Design process

Sendero is the result of a iterative process 
that integrates various types of phases, 
which are not completely separate one 
from the other. In fact, during the whole 
time, the group Sleep&Shout went through 
changes and, of course, crisis, going 
foreward and backwards when needed.
Also, the logic of the double diamond 
helped the group to really focus on each 
stage without losing general perspective 
on the whole project.

Iteration and double diamond

Annexes 85

• the path of lights generated from the idea of 
the fireflies

• sos hubs, that where something really 
important for the context we are referring, 
even if it is a delicate theme

• ambient backscatter, the technology key
• yellow, our main color

Research phase1
2

3

consumptions

nature ...

...

biomimicry
bioluminescence

fluorescence

paths

energy poverty
Japan

alternatives
Mexico

etnography needs

Inspiration phase

What was removed?

• a lot of things!!
• Japan: was to di�cult to change really deep 

cultural habits
• natural shapes: the project needed to stand 

out, not to mimic with the  backgrounds
• solar energy: was not really innovative for 

our aim to make it easier and not too 
expensive for the government

4What was kept?

ambient backscatter

Annexes
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Thanks 
and keep 
following us

Sleep&Shout
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EVOLVING
for scarcity


